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Welcome to Joro Experiences, 

Travelling with us grants you access, not just to places, but 
also to the people who make the world remarkable. We work 
with a network of talented individuals – from seasoned 
explorers to imaginative craftspeople – who will help you 
travel deeper, introducing you to new communities and 
habitats on the ground.  

As travel experts we take great pride in our experiences and 
there is a unique adventure to be found in every trip that we 
plan. Whether you’re immersing yourself in another culture or 
pushing yourself to the limit on an expedition, every journey 
with us is designed around you and your passions. 

We look forward to working with you to create a truly 
memorable experience. 

All the best, 
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Itinerary Overview 

Day Location Hotel Link Notes 

1 Depart for Panama

1-6 Panama Islas Secas 

6-9 Cloud Forest Mashpi Lodge 

9-10 Quito Casa Gangotena 

10-18 Galapagos M/Y Grace 

18 Quito Return flight home 

https://islassecas.com/
https://www.mashpilodge.com/
https://www.casagangotena.com/
https://www.quasarex.com/galapagos/my-grace


“We travel not to escape life but for life not to escape us”



Upon arrival at David airport in Panama we will be met off the 
plane and escorted through customs to begin our 1.5 hr road 
and boat transfer to the Archipelago de Islas Secas. Located 
20 miles off Panama’s Pacific coast this archipelago is a string 
of 14 private islands - home to one of the world’s most 
spectacular eco lodges.  

Islas Secas is a pristine environment where the ocean meets 
the jungle and where barefoot luxury meets adventure at 
every turn. This is very much the land that time forgot with the 
previous human habitation coming some 600 years before the 
lodge was constructed. Today Islas Secas is something akin to 
the world’s most luxurious summer camp for grown ups. There 
is an endless list activities to fill our days from fishing, diving, 
sailing, wake-boarding, kayaking, paddle-boarding to whale 
watching. There are ample opportunities to explore this 
unique environment whether through naturalist led hikes or by 
slipping away to one of the uninhabited islands to spend the 
day relaxing on a private beach. For a change of scenery 
nearby Coiba National Park is home to the second largest 
coral reef in the Eastern Pacific. These waters play host to 
migrating humpbacks, sharks, turtles, whale sharks and are 
thick with tropical fish offering unmatched diving and 
snorkelling opportunities. 

Day 1-5: Islas Secas 

Wake-surfing is just one of the activities on offer 

Enjoy endless views out over the Pacific 
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This is a true tropical island hideaway 

Enjoy fresh seafood bought daily from local fishermen 
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The Casitas are beautifully appointed Each Casita has its own plunge pool with stunning sea views 

Enjoy delicious meals in the beachfront restaurant Powder white sandy beaches separate the jungle from the Pacific 

Islas Secas is the perfect place to begin our adventure



CLOUD FOREST 

ISLAS SECAS 
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Day 6-8: Mashpi Lodge 

The lodge is nestled high up in the cloud forest 

After returning to David airport on the mainland, we will take a 
2hr flight to Quito. On arrival we will again be met and 
escorted through customs into a fleet of waiting 4x4 vehicles 
for a 3hr road transfer to Mashpi Lodge. 

Located within the Mashpi Reserve, a 1000 plus hectare 
privately protected section of the Ecuadorian Cloud Forest, is 
Mashpi Lodge. Perched on a hilltop yet engulfed by primary 
rainforest the lodge’s modern design wouldn't look out of 
place in New York yet the scene outside - revealed by 
immense floor to celling windows at every turn - resembles a 
still from Jurassic Park. 

Mashpi is far more than just a five-star hotel in an exquisite 
location: you are accessing  a research station  that is at 
the  forefront of rainforest protection. Our stay here is about 
the wildlife and experiencing pristine nature through an array 
of naturalist guided hikes. The reserve is home to 500 species 
of birds, trees and frogs found nowhere else on the planet, 
complete with crashing waterfalls and incredible flora. Trek 
down hidden paths, splash through rivers and swim in 
waterfall pools or head to the life centre where we can learn 
about the incredible wildlife that call this forest home. For the  
more adventurous among us, take to the skies to pedal 
through the canopy on a special sky-bike. 

The large windows make the most of the views 

No trees were removed during the lodges construction
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The cloud forest is a special place for wildlife enthusiasts 

There are some stunning waterfalls a short walk from the lodge Soar through the clouds on the sky bike!Breakfast with a view 



QUITO 

CLOUD FOREST 
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After breakfast at the lodge we will transfer back to Quito, our 
gateway to the Galapagos. Here we will meet up with the rest 
of the group for a fun evening in the capital before our flight 
the next morning.  

A capital city high in the Andes, Quito is dramatically situated, 
squeezed between mountain peaks whose greenery is 
concealed by the afternoon mist. Warm and relaxed, 
traditional Ecuadorian Sierra culture is everywhere, here 
shamanistic healers and fourth-generation hatmakers mix with 
a vibrant and sophisticated culinary scene. 

We will spend the night at Casa Gagotena, a luxury boutique 
hotel located in the heart of the old town on the Plaza San 
Francisco close to several churches, museums and historical 
buildings. This hotel was once an 18th century family mansion 
and a number of the original features are still in evidence. This 
is the perfect place to relax and spend the night before 
embarking on our Galapagos adventure. 

In the evening we will all head out to the Convent of Santo 
Domingo, a baroque temple from the 16th Century. After an 
exclusive access tour we have arranged for a special surprise  
before you all embark on your Galapagos adventure. 

Day 9: Casa Gagotena 

Casa Gangotena is a charming boutique hotel

The colourful domes of Santo Domingo 

The Luxury Rooms are beautifully appointed 

The wonderful roof-terrace overlooks the square 



THE GALAPAGOS 

QUITO 



The Galapagos Islands may just inspire you to think differently 
about the world. The creatures that call the islands home, 
many found nowhere else on this planet, act as if humans are 
nothing more than slightly annoying paparazzi. 

This isolated group of volcanic islands and its fragile 
ecosystem have taken on almost mythological status as a 
showcase of biodiversity. Yet you don’t have to be an 
evolutionary biologist or an ornithologist to appreciate one of 
the few places left on the planet where the human footprint is 
kept to a minimum. 

The Galapagos 

The famous marine iguana - not famous for it’s good looks!

The Galapagos is home to the weird and the wonderful These volcanic islands are just as wonderful as the creatures that live on them 
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The wildlife here takes life at slower pace!



Cloud Forest  

The Galapagos 
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Close encounters of the seal kind!

Dive with the biggest fish in the sea - the whale sharkM/Y grace is fully stocked with all the toys you need to explore 

We need to rise early for our transfers to Quito Airport in time 
for our 2.5hr flight to San Cristobal Island in the Galapagos. 
On arrival we will be met by the M/Y Grace team and escorted 
to the yacht to begin our seven night charter. 

Beginning our charter on San Cristobal Island we will first sail 
south to the islands of Espanola and Floreana before cruising 
to the central islands of Santa Cruz and Rabida finally 
disembarking at Baltra. Along the way there will be countless 
opportunities for exceptional wildlife encounters both above 
and below the waves.  

Head ashore with naturalists to seek out interesting wildlife, 
explore pristine beaches and hike otherworldly lava fields. Our 
expert guides will be able to give us an incredible insight into 
this unique ecosystem. There will also be ample opportunities 
for relaxing on beaches with only curious seals for company or 
snorkelling with sea turtles in crystal clear waters. Head out on 
Zodiacs or kayaks to explore deserted coves and get up-close 
to spectacular volcanic formations and fascinating marine life. 
We have also arranged for a dive boat to rendezvous with 
Grace throughout the trip to take those that are qualified to 
the Galapagos’s top dive sites. Diving with manta rays and 
whale sharks in some of the world’s clearest waters is an 
experience you will never forget.

Day 10-17: M/Y Grace 
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Getting up-close and personal We have arranged for a dive boat to take you to the top dive sites There are five different species of bird endemic to the Galapagos

Sea lions lazing in the sun Free dive with reef sharks - if you dare!Head out on island expeditions with your naturalist guides 
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M/Y Grace 

M/Y Grace is an authentic classic adventure yacht for those 
seeking to explore the Galapagos in true style. Her history 
includes distinguished service in the British Navy during WWII 
and a pedigree that lays claim to ownership by tycoons, 
industrialists and royalty. 

Her comfortable and tastefully designed cabins offer full 
ensuite bathrooms. There are three levels on which to relax 
outdoors and under shade while inside, the yacht is fully air 
conditioned. The main saloon, where your guide will give 
presentations on each day’s activities, provides a relaxing 
environment with a full entertainment centre. 

M/Y Grace provides fine onboard dining in both her dining 
room and al fresco on the rear deck. Sunset drinks are a 
highlight atop the sky lounge bar and are often accompanied 
by leaping dolphins and rays. She also boasts an impressive 
array of toys from two tenders to get you ashore to numerous 
kayaks, wetsuits and snorkelling gear. 

Their is ample deck space to enjoy the views 

Exploring by super yacht is the best way to experience the Galapagos 
The lounge is complete with a bar and entertainment area

M/Y Grace 
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The outer corridor makes it easy to navigate around the boat The Grace Kelly Suite 



HOME

THE GALAPAGOS  



Today our Galapagos cruise comes to an end, but before we 
bid farewell to the Grace we visit Black Turtle Cove, a 
mangrove estuary on the northern shores of Santa Cruz Island. 
We visit the cove via panga (local dinghy) but with the engines 
turned off. Many rays, sea turtles, pelicans and other wildlife 
live among the mangroves. 

We will finally disembark on Baltra and transfer to the airport 
in time for our flight back to the Ecuadorian mainland where 
we will connect onto our flight home. 

Day 18: Departure

Rays at Black Turtle Cove 

Time to leave behind this unique coastline Keeping up with sea turtles is no problem
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Baby turtles taking their first steps toward the ocean 
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In the build up to the trip we need to gather some further 
information about the group so that we can ensure things run 
smoothly. We will be sending through a detailed guest 
information form that goes through everything from passport 
and insurance details to food and drink preferences. We will 
also need to gather body measurements and ascertain diving 
proficiency so that we can ensure we have the appropriate 
dive equipment and number of instructors.  

For those of you wishing to dive in the Galapagos it is 
important that you have your PADI Advanced Open Water 
certification. If you have your Open Water certification and do 
not have an opportunity before the trip to qualify for your 
Advanced Open Water there will be an opportunity for you to 
do this during our stay at Ilas Secas.  

As well as the guest information form we will also be sending 
through a detailed packing list that outlines everything you 
will need for this adventure. 

Next Steps…
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